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Photo: DenisProduction.com (Shutterstock)First, you are by no means required to monitor the results of elections that come late into the night. You don't have to look at them at all. Once you've voted, you've done your part, and putting yourself through hours of exit polls and live news from cities across Pennsylvania won't help your
preferred candidate win. If watching today's news seems like too much and/or triggers memories of 2016, skip it – we probably won't have a winner tonight anyway. Instead, watch a movie. But if you counted the days until the giant red and blue touch maps again takes over the network and cable news, tonight is your night. If your plans for
tonight include inadvertently remembering the locations of some counties in Florida and Wisconsin and can't wait to devour even the smallest bits of preliminary results, here's how to look at election coverage. It's Election Day and maybe if it goes as expected, the start of election month.... Read moreHow to watch today's election
resultsYes need to quite easily find election coverage tonight, even if you do not have cable. If you have an antenna and are able to watch local stations, you will be able to capture the results coming to ABC, CBS, NBC and PBS, although each network will also provide free live streams of their coverage via YouTube. G/O Media may get
a commissionWaterpik Cordless Water FlosserTy with cable will also have its choice of networks including CNN, Fox News, MSNBC and C-SPAN, some of which will also be available through streaming services – although you may need cable logins to access them. (FWIW: C-SPAN has the voice of Lifehacker deputy editor Jordan
Calhoun, who recently made his case for getting all your political coverage from a constantly boring but ultimately better cable channel.) Meanwhile, if you'd like to watch something election-adjacent that has nothing to do with this year's race, here are 10 election-themed movies to watch instead of the actual results. The lowest-ranking
network in your regular TV rotation is also the only place I would ever watch... Read moreWhen do we get the election results? If there is a massive landslide in one direction or another, it is unlikely that we will find out the winner of the presidential election tonight–and the same goes for some state-level races. That's not uncommon. As
presidential historian Michael Beschloss recently pointed out on Twitter, before midnight in 1960, 1968, 1976, 2000, 2004, or 2016, we did not know the winner of the presidential election. In terms of timing, it comes down to a number of factors, including whether state voting legislation allows counting mail-in ballots before Election Day
(more on that here). It also depends on when the polls State. According to CNN, the first polls will begin to close at 6 p.m ET on the East Coast, and the latest polls close at 1 a.m ET in Alaska. So, for example, in Florida, polls close at 7 p.m ET. They also count mail-in ballots for weeks, so we can have results there much earlier than
states like Pennsylvania, where ballots cast soon begin to be counted only today. Let's get this out of the way first: It's very unlikely that we'll find out the winner... Read moreWhat does every candidate have to do to win? This is the point at which we remind you of the depressing reality of the electoral college. Because it's all about the
race for 270 votes in the Electoral College, special attention-both during campaigns and tonight-is devoted to a handful of key battleground states like Arizona, Florida, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin (among others). So when we look at potential paths to victory, it's usually based on how a candidate can reach that magic number of 270.
What Trump needs to do to winAll now, CNN predicts that Trump has 125 electoral votes all but guaranteed. From there, the easiest way for him to secure his reelection bid would be to win Pennsylvania and one other battleground state like Arizona.What Biden needs to do to win CNN has not provided any predictions about the number
of electoral votes Biden (probably) has firmly in his column. But given that he's been in the polls - especially in rust belt states that went to Trump in 2016 - the cable network has identified his path to victory as a bungling. What if there's a tie? A draw in the election will not come. One way that could happen, CNN reports, is if Trump wins
Florida, Georgia, Iowa, North Carolina and Ohio along with Pennsylvania, Maine's second congressional district and Nebraska's second congressional district. In this situation, both candidates would have 269 electoral votes, and the members of the House of Representatives who were elected today would pick the winner, with each state
winning the vote. But it's a little more complicated than that (this explainer from Brookings goes into detail). We usually focus, five weeks after the presidential election, on the candidates... Read moreWhat about our mental health? Great question, and one we've been thinking about a lot here. Start by having a plan to deal with your
choice-related stress today. At the very least, this should include a set sleep time (for yourself) and some rules in case you eventually go down - such as setting your phone to Do Not Disturb and turning off other notifications. Your common sense is also something to keep in mind when you watch election coverage alone. Dial up your
anxieties by reinforcing your basic knowledge of how things will work tonight, which includes having a realistic timeline for results, as well as not reading too much into polls or early voting numbers. And remember: if you decide it's too much at any time while watching election coverage, you can and should turn it off. If you're looking for
something else to watch, we've already recorded our picks for election-themed movies. There is also this live stream of polar bears and previous lists that we have compiled to provide you with alternatives to both presidential debates. Good luck. We don't know exactly what election night will bring, but it's unlikely to be the same... Read
more We are now on the third day of the 2020 presidential election and the votes are still being counted. They largely reflect the pattern that we expected: Absentee and mail-in votes are counted later than in-person voting, as states work through a backlog of huge numbers of ballots, and they are statistically breaking in favor of Joe
Biden. That said, Biden took the lead in some states where Donald Trump was ahead on Election Day: Biden is now ahead in Georgia, which would be the first time a Democrat has won the state since 1992; In Arizona; Nevada; and Pennsylvania, which theoretically wins him the nomination. The Trump campaign, meanwhile, is pursuing
a chaotic legal strategy in several states. According to the New York Times, Biden has 253 electoral votes for Trump's 214 votes. Trump's path to 270 votes, the amount needed to win an election, is considerably narrower than Biden's; a few combinations of state wins could give Biden the necessary 270, while Trump has more votes to
make up for. Below, here's where things stand right now: With 20 electoral votes, Pennsylvania is the biggest remaining prize. Biden already has 253 electoral votes - if he wins there, he theoretically wins the election. Who's first? Biden pulled ahead overnight on Thursday, and is currently ahead by more than 13,000 votes according to
the New York Times.How many votes are left? With more than 100,000 ballots remaining, and with most of them in the mail, the Biden campaign is confident that it will largely break in their favor. This includes 29,000 mail-in ballots in Allegheny County that the court ordered to be segregated and double-checked. They will be counted at
5pm EST today, but an official call for the state is unlikely tonight. Georgia has 16 electoral votes, and Trump had to maintain his narrow lead there to keep his path to 270 viable. Who's first? Biden has pushed ahead with a lead of 1,561 votes since Friday. If he were to be called for Biden, it would be the first time since 1992 that the state
voted for a Democrat. 538 report that there are about 8,200 regular absentee ballots, up to 8,900 overseas ballots and at least 5,500 provisional ballots left to count (plus 2,000 rejected absentee ballots that could be cured by their The Secretary of State has confirmed that the margin is small enough for the state to recalculate. Arizona
has 11 electoral votes, and they were somewhat controversially called early by Biden on Election Night fox news. Other networks did not officially call it that, because many votes were still counted. Who's first? Joe Biden took about 43,779 votes friday afternoon. How many votes are left? Around 220,000 votes are left to count, and most
of them are from Maricopa County, which will be giving an update at 9pm. After that, the state can project multiple networks for Biden. Six Nevada electoral votes are still up for use. If Biden wins Arizona and Nevada, he would get to 270.Who's ahead? Biden extended his lead to 20,137 votes. How many votes are left? There are still
about 150,000 left to be counted, most of them from Clark County, which includes Las Vegas, a Democratic stronghold. There will be an update at 7pm and the count will end this weekend. North Carolina has 15 electoral votes, and although the count is almost complete, it is still too close to call. We won't have an update until November
12, however, the last day officials can receive ballots so we can get the national winner first, depending on other states. Who's in charge? Trump leads by nearly 77,000 votes. How many votes are left? More than 116,000 mail ballots are left to count, as well as potentially thousands of provisional ballots. Again, we won't have an update
until at least November 12, when counties will review absentee ballots again. The Trump campaign has filed lawsuits in four states to stop voting. In Michigan and Pennsylvania, it sued to stop counting until it could gain observer access to polling places (though observers from both parties were already in places in those states). In
Georgia, the campaign filed a lawsuit calling on officials to ensure that counties separate all late ballots from all legally cast ballots to ensure free and fair elections that count only legal and valid ballots. In Nevada, the campaign sued to make sure only legal votes were counted, claiming without evidence that at least 10,000 people voted in
the state even though they no longer live there. Judges have already ruled against Trump in Michigan and Georgia. In Pennsylvania, a judge gave the campaign a minor victory when it ruled that Republican observers must have access to watch Philadelphia election officials count ballots from six feet away, creating a pause in counting for
a short period of time. Two more lawsuits are still ing in different counties. The campaign also demanded a recount in Wisconsin, where the AP and other affiliates on Wednesday identified 10 of the state's electoral votes as Biden. The Trump campaign claimed without evidence that it had heard reports of irregularities in several Wisconsin
counties, but the election official said there was nothing unusual about the count. It's insulting for our local election officials to say that yesterday's election was something but an incredible achievement, she said. The campaign will not officially be able to file a recount request until Wisconsin's results are finalized, which must happen by
July 1. In addition to this legal attack, Trump has been tweeting unfounded, out-of-context pleas for STOP COUNT! and calls for all votes to be stopped. These directives are confusing; no one is still voting, and in states like Arizona, the vote count has really helped his own campaign. His followers seem to be coordinating this report in
person, staging protests in Detroit and Philadelphia, where they also chanted Stop counting. The strategy seems to be to create doubts about whether the votes counted are valid, which are; On Thursday morning, Trump tweeted, every vote that came after election day won't count! Of course, in many states, votes can be counted after
election day laws that have been upheld by the courts. This post has been updated. What voices are we still waiting for? For?
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